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(NAPSA)—If you’re a collector,
you’ll find lots of company. The
National Association of Collectors
estimates there are more than 200
million people in the U.S. who col-
lect everything from butterflies
and postage stamps to antique
dolls and Pez dispensers.

Most recently, a craze devel-
oped around newly minted state
quarters released at specific inter-
vals over the past two years. Each
quarter represented one of the 50
states. Now there is another col-
lectible state item that has many
people, including children, singing
a new tune—plush U.S.A. State
Birds by Wild Republic.

The Audubon Birds State Bird
Collection by Wild Republic, which
includes 28 collectible beanbag
birds representing all 50 states
along with our national bird, the
Bald Eagle, emit authentic bird
sounds when squeezed. The presti-
gious Cornell Lab of Ornithology
recorded these sounds, some more
than 40 years ago.

“Collecting as a hobby is truly a
part of our national pastime.
While Americans enjoy hunting for
pieces to complete an entire collec-
tion, such as stamp sets and the
state quarters, they can now also
have fun scouting for specific state
birds and building the entire set of
28 to represent all 50 states. This
can be an enjoyable activity for
children, adults, and especially
bird enthusiasts,” says John

Trenta, a spokesperson for Wild
Republic. 

Part of the joy of collecting is
the research and education. Often,
entire programs evolve around col-
lecting a specific item. For exam-
ple, collecting plush beanbag birds
can be combined with nature
walks for the entire family. “Do
some research first, then hike
along paths looking for specific
birds. When you find one, record
its habits or take a photo, and
then compare the actual sound
and appearance to our plush bird.
It’s a great learning experience,”
says Trenta. 

To find your state bird, visit
www.wildrepublic.com.

Collectors Are Singing To A New 
Tune With U.S. State Birds

FLOCKING TO COLLECT
BIRDS—Is your state bird in this
bird collection? This flock
includes 28 collectible beanbag
birds representing all 50 states.

How Recycling Helps
(NAPSA)—Americans’ recy-

cling efforts have amounted to
more than just a drop in the
bucket.  They have made a
splash with both the environ-
ment and the economy.

In 2001 alone, Americans’ recy-
cling efforts saved enough energy
to power Washington, D.C. for
four and a half years. In addition,
people received a collective one
billion dollars for their efforts.

Recycling helps eliminate the
need to create millions of tons of
new aluminum each year. That
means less air pollution, less pro-
duction of greenhouse gases and
less impact on the environment. 

However, statistics from Alcan
show that nearly half of the 100
billion cans sold in the U.S. in
2001 were not recycled (2001’s
recycling rate was a 15 year low). 

Fortunately, a number of orga-
nizations work to encourage peo-
ple to recycle. For example, con-
sumers can visit www.alcan.com
to learn ways to organize or par-
ticipate in area can drives.
Experts say the recycling efforts
can help sort out a number of
environmental problems.

In 2001 Americans recycled
enough aluminum cans to fill a
hol lowed-out  Empire  State
Building 24 times.

(NAPSA)—There’s more to
20/20 vision than meets the eye.
The FDA has approved ground-
breaking laser refractive technol-
ogy that allows eye surgeons, for
the first time, to address visual
problems that they could not even
detect before. 20/20 vision, consid-
ered the standard for good eye-
sight, has been measured for over
100 years by letter eye charts, but
these eye charts don’t tell the
whole story. As demonstrated by
this new, FDA-approved LASIK
technology—called CustomCor-
nea®—there’s more to good vision
than meets the eye. 

There are several types of
imperfections in the eye’s optical
system that can affect vision.
These imperfections are referred to
as lower- and higher-order aberra-
tions. To date, only lower-order
aberrations, such as nearsighted-
ness, farsightedness and astigma-
tism, could be measured and
treated. However, lower-order
aberrations do not account for all
potential vision problems. Higher-
order aberrations can also have a
significant impact on a person’s
quality of vision, and cannot be
corrected with glasses, contacts or
conventional LASIK. According to
experts in the field of ophthalmol-
ogy, higher-order aberrations are
linked to visual disturbances, such
as glare and halos, that may cause
night vision problems and are
sometimes associated with conven-
tional LASIK surgery side effects. 

CustomCornea is the first-and-
only FDA-approved eye surgery
system that can measure both
lower- and higher-order aberra-
tions, and can actually be used to
address each patient’s unique pat-
tern of lower- and higher-order
optical aberrations. 

“Our eyes focus in unique
ways,” explains Roger Steinert,
MD, associate clinical professor of
ophthalmology, Harvard Medical
School. “Two people who both
have 20/20 vision are not likely to
have the same visual clarity, as
the quality of their vision will

usually vary a lot. This new tech-
nology addresses those individual
variations, offering a truly cus-
tomized LASIK procedure with
remarkable accuracy and preci-
sion. Most people have higher-
order aberrations, which makes
nearly everyone a potential candi-
date for CustomCornea.”

To create the customized map
unique to each patient’s eye, a
safe ray of light is transmitted
into the patient’s eye. The light is
then reflected back off the retina,
out through the pupil, and into
the device, where the reflected
wave of light is received and ana-
lyzed to capture the patient’s
lower- and higher-order aberra-
tions. All of these visual irregular-
ities are then displayed as a
three-dimensional map, referred
to as a wavefront map. This infor-
mation is then electronically
transferred to the system’s ex-
cimer laser, and computer-
matched to the eye’s position,
enabling the surgeon to customize
the procedure to each patient’s
unique visual requirements. This
is the only FDA-approved system
that actually uses wavefront data
to guide the laser treatment. 

CustomCornea, available only
with the LADARVision® system,
was developed by Alcon, Inc., the
world’s leading eye care company.
To learn more about the technol-
ogy and the LASIK procedure,
visit www.ladarvision.com.

FDA APPROVES FIRST-OF-ITS-KIND LASIK TECHNOLOGY 
New LASIK System Measures and Treats 

Optical Errors Never Detected Before

New technology improves
upon laser vision correction.

(NAPSA)—Lights! Action!
Download! A new movie download
service enables U.S. customers to
download hit movies directly to
their computer. 

The service, called Movielink.
com, offers nearly 300 contempo-
rary and classic feature-length
films—Academy®-Award winners,
family favorites, action thrillers,
romantic comedies and more.

Customers can access Movie
link.com free of charge—including
browsing the wide selection and
viewing theatrical trailers, clips
and photos. Once ready to watch a
movie, customers simply pay for
their rental with a credit card.
Prices range from $2.95 to $4.99
and each download is valid for up
to 30 days. Once play is initiated,
customers have 24 hours to view
the film as many times as they
would like. On average, each movie
takes 30 to 120 minutes to down-
load. Users are only charged on a
per-film basis and do not ever pay
a subscription or membership fee. 

Travelers can watch movies on
the road by downloading the films
to their laptops to view them at
their convenience. In fact, a fully-
charged laptop has sufficient bat-
tery power to view at least one
Movielink movie, if not more.
According to consumer feedback,
people are watching Movielink
movies on trains, planes, cars—
and even boats. One customer
wrote to thank Movielink after he
downloaded a number of family

films to his laptop, put it in the
backseat of his van and kept his
children entertained all the way
from New York to Wisconsin.
Another user took advantage of
the portability of downloaded
movies by watching them on his
sailboat.

To download and watch
Movielink movies, users only need
a PC with a broadband connec-
tion, Windows 98 or later and
either RealPlayer 8.0 or Windows
Media Player 7.1 (both players
available free of charge).

To learn more, visit the Web
site at www.movielink.com.

Movie Web Site Offers Hollywood Hits On Demand

Using a broadband connection
consumers can now go online to
download recent and classic
movies.

People in France, Ireland, India and Spain, as well as Scotland, play
the bagpipe. The ancient Romans used a form of bagpipe that was
used in Persia,Turkey and Palestine in the A.D. 100s.

***
Wit ought to be a glorious treat, like caviar; never spread it about
like marmalade.

—Sir Noel Coward
***

***
If you can’t be funny, be inter-
esting.
—Harold Ross, founder of The

New Yorker
***

***
Never trouble trouble till trou-
ble troubles you.

—American proverb
***

***
The secret of success is con-
stancy to purpose.

—Benjamin Disraeli
***




